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1 Overview 
 

easyIMPORT is a utility which allows automatic polling of file system folders for image files, 

XML import files, or subfolders.  Where files are found, easyIMPORT will automatically create 

Kofax Capture batches based on configured settings.  The imported files are then moved to a 

configured archive location. 

 

It is possible to configure settings for multiple polled folders for multiple batch classes. 

 

easyIMPORT polling can run via a desktop application, or be configured to run via a windows 

service. 

 

This guide is intended to show how to install and configure easyIMPORT for Kofax Capture. 

 

easyIMPORT is supported for Kofax Capture versions 10.1 and above. 

 

 

1.1 New Features 

 

Priority Setting 2.5.2 Created batches can have a priority set by easyIMPORT. 

 

Polling Period  2.5.3 Ability to specify polling period in Seconds, Minutes, Hours, Days. 

 

Image Conversion 2.5.4 Ability to configure and trigger a folder level image conversion to 

run prior to easyIMPORT imports. 

 

Email Notification 2.5.5 Ability to configure email notifications of polls and errors to be sent 

automatically from easyIMPORT. 

 

Batch Fields 2.5.7 Ability to set batch fields dynamically when batches are created by 

easyIMPORT. 

 

Batch Actions 2.5.7 Ability to select to Reject/Delete batch on import error, and 

Close/Suspend on import success. 

 

 

1.2 Fixed Issues 

 

 

Polling Interval 2.5.4 fixes an issue where the polling period interval was ignored when 

running easyIMPORT service, and always defaulted to minutes. 
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2 Installation 
 

NB. If you use an earlier version of easyIMPORT then stop any polling via GUI or Service, 

stop the Service (if installed and started) and then follow the installation instructions below.  

All previously defined settings will be retained. 

 

Unzip easyIMPORT.zip and run Setup.exe 

 

 
 

 

2.1 Install Setup GUI and Documentation 

 

Click Install easyIMPORT and select the installation location when prompted.   

 

This will copy easyIMPORT Setup and documentation into the selected location, and create 

shortcuts/menu items if selected. 

 

2.2 Install Service 

 

Click Install easyIMPORT Service and select the location when prompted. 

 

The service will be installed with Automatic startup mode, and Local System Account as 

default. 

 

You will need to edit the service properties within Windows Service Admin to change these 

default settings, and to start or stop the service. 

 

2.3 Uninstall Service 

 

Run easyIMPORT Service Uninstall.exe from the easyIMPORT Service installation location. 

 

Select Uninstall easyIMPORT Service. 

 

The service will be uninstalled from the system. 
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3 Configuration 
 

All easyIMPORT configuration is carried out in the Setup GUI (easyIMPORT.exe). 

 

The Setup GUI requires an active Kofax Capture connection so it must be run on a machine 

that is a Kofax Capture server, client or standalone machine with current valid licensing. 

 

There must be at least one currently published Kofax Capture Batch Class to use the Setup 

GUI. 

 

Where Kofax Capture User Profiles are enabled, you will be prompted for a Kofax Username 

and Password when starting the Setup GUI. 
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3.1 General Settings 

 

 
 

Kofax User Name and Password 

 

Enter a valid Kofax Capture Username and Password.  This does not have to be the 

same as the login used for the Setup GUI, but must have relevant permissions to any 

Batch Classes used in easyIMPORT configuration. 

 

Poll Period 

 

 Specify the polling period.   

 

Poll Mode 

 

Choose whether to run the polling via the Setup GUI or with the easyIMPORT service. 

 

Log Folder/Verbose Logging 

 

Specify the location to write log files.  By default a BAT and ERR file will be produced.   

 

If you select verbose logging, there will also be a LOG file.  It is recommended to only 

enable verbose logging during system testing. 

 

If no logging directory is specified, no logs will be produced. 

 

BAT_0114 The batch creation log file for January 2014 

ERR_0114 The error log file for January 2014 

LOG_0114 The verbose log file for January 2014 

 

Note.  When running in Service mode, these files will be produced in the same way.  

The service will also write to the windows event log. 
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3.2 Polling Folders 

 

Each set of configured import options is referred to as a Polling Folder. 

 

It is possible to configure multiple Polling Folders, but you may only configure one Polling 

Folder per windows directory. 

 

All currently defined Polling Folders are displayed in the Setup GUI.  Selecting any of these will 

show the configured settings in the Folder Settings area. 

 

To create a new Polling Folder enter/edit details in the Folder Settings area and click New 

Folder. 

 

To amend the currently selected Polling Folder, edit the details in the Folder Settings area and 

click Update Folder. 

 

To remove a Polling Folder, highlight it in the Polling Folders list and click Remove Folder. 

 

 
 

Each folder has a Folder Name, and can be either Import, XML, or Subfolder.   

 

Import and Subfolder settings check the contents of specified directories, and import the 

contents according to the Folder settings. 

 

XML folders check for specially formatted XML files in the specified folder, and carry out 

imports according to the XML configuration.  See Section 6 – XML Format for more detail. 
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3.2.1 Folder Settings – Import 

 

 
 

Active 

 

 Determines whether this Polling Folder will be run during a timed poll. 

 

Polling Folder 

 

 Select the directory to poll for files. 

 

Type Filter 

 

 Enter a filter for file types to import delimited by ‘;’ [semicolon].  Eg TIF;JPG;BMP 

 If no filter is specified, easyIMPORT will attempt to import ALL files. 

 

Move Folder 

 

 Select the directory to move imported files to after successful batch creation. 

 

Sub Folders 

 

It is possible to select up to 2 sub folders for the archive location (Move Folder).  The 

sub folders can be named after the Batch Class, Batch Name or a Formatted Date. 
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Where Date is selected, it is possible to click the ? button to choose and test a 

formatter for the date to be used.  You can choose from a number of pre-defined 

formatters, or define a custom format and test it within the window.  Click Apply to 

select the current format. 

 

 
 

Using this feature you can create an archive hierarchy such as: 

  \\ArchiveRoot\BatchClassName\BatchName\Date 

 

Batch Class 

 

 Select the Batch Class to create with images from this Polling Folder. 

 

Batch Fields 

 

 Click on fields button to open the Batch Field settings. For each Batch Field you want to 

 set enter the Batch Field name, Type, and Value.  

 

 Available types are: 

 

  DateTime  enter the required format. Enter ? and enter to open a  

     date format designer 

  Import Folder  the path of the folder being polled for import 

  Fixed Value  a fixed text value 

  First Import File the filename of thte first imported file 

  Last Import File the filename of the last imported file 

  Import File Count the number of files imported 

 

 
 

 

file://///ArchiveRoot/BatchClassName/BatchName/Date
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Batch Name 

 

Enter a Batch Name if required.  If left blank, the default naming defined for the Batch 

Class will be used. 

 

Separator Sheet 

 

Specify the location of a Separator Sheet to insert between each imported file.  If left 

blank, no Separator is used. 

 

Minimum/Maximum Files 

 

 Specify a minimum and maximum number of files to import into a Batch. 

 

Delete Empty Documents 

 

Where separation occurs at import time (with inserted patch codes or other 

separators), it is possible to end up with empty documents if additional separators are 

accidentally inserted.  In this case, selecting Delete Empty Documents will remove 

these empty documents and allow the batch to be created. 

 

Conversion 

 

Configuration for image conversion to be applied to folders prior to import.  See 

section 3.3 Conversion 

 

Import Error 

 

 Select whether the batch should be deleted or rejected if an error occurs during 

 importing. 

 

Import Success 

 

 Select whether a batch should be closed (moves to next Kofax queue) or suspended 

 (remains in Scan to be manaully checked) after a successful import. 

 

Notifications 

 

Configuration for email notifcations of polling and errors.  See section 3.4 Email 

Notifications 

 

3.2.2 Folder Settings - XML 
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Active 

 

 Determines whether this Polling Folder will be run during a timed poll. 

 

Polling Folder 

 

Specify the folder which will be checked for import configured XML files. 

 

Move Success 

 

 Specify the folder to move successfully processed files to. 

 

Move Error 

 

 Specify the folder to move xml/images after an error. 

 

Control Directory 

 

Specify a folder to be checked for ‘control’ xml files.  If this folder is specified, then only 

xml files in the Polling Folder which have a corresponding file in the Control Directory will 

be processed.  This helps prevent the attempted processing of files which are still being 

written to.  If used, you should ensure that the process XML is written first, and once 

finished a control file with the same name should be written to the Control Directory. 

 

Notifications 

 

Configuration for email notifcations of polling and errors.  See section 3.4 Email 

Notifications 

 

3.2.3 Folder Settings – Subfolder 

 

 
 

Active 

 

 Determines whether this Polling Folder will be run during a timed poll. 

 

Polling Folder 

 

 Select the directory to poll for Subfolders. 
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Type Filter 

 

 Enter a filter for file types to import delimited by ‘;’ [semicolon].  Eg TIF;JPG;BMP 

 If no filter is specified, easyIMPORT will attempt to import ALL files. 

 

Subfolder Level 

 

Select the level of Subfolders to poll.  You can select Subfolder1 to poll all subfolders 

of the specified Polling Folder, or Subfolder2 to poll all Subfolders of Subfolders of the 

Polling Folder. 

 

Move Folder 

 

 Select the directory to move imported files to after successful batch creation. 

Move Type 

 

Select Files to move the imported files to the selected Move Folder, or Folder to move 

the imported Folder to the Move Folder. 

 

Sub Folders 

 

It is possible to select up to 2 sub folders for the archive location (Move Folder).  The 

sub folders can be named after the Batch Class, Batch Name, Formatted Date, or 

Subfolder names. 

 

 
 

Where Date is selected, it is possible to click the ? button to choose and test a 

formatter for the date to be used.  You can choose from a number of pre-defined 

formatters, or define a custom format and test it within the window.  Click Apply to 

select the current format. 

 

 
 

Using this feature you can create an archive hierarchy such as: 

  \\ArchiveRoot\BatchClassName\BatchName\Date 

file://///ArchiveRoot/BatchClassName/BatchName/Date
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Batch Class 

 

Select the Batch Class to create with images from this Polling Folder.  You can also 

select [Subfolder1 Name] or [Subfolder2 Name] to use the folder names as values 

for Batch Class. 

 

Batch Fields 

 

 Click on fields button to open the Batch Field settings. For each Batch Field you want to 

 set enter the Batch Field name, Type, and Value.  

 

 Available Types are: 

 

  DateTime  enter the required format. Enter ? and enter to open a  

     date format designer 

  Import Folder  the path of the folder being polled for import 

  Fixed Value  a fixed text value 

  First Import File the filename of thte first imported file 

  Last Import File the filename of the last imported file 

  Import File Count the number of files imported 

 

 
 

 

Batch Name 

 

Enter a Batch Name if required.  If left blank, the default naming defined for the Batch 

Class will be used.  You can also select [Subfolder1 Name] or [Subfolder2 Name] 

to use the folder names as values for Batch Name. 

 

Where a batch with the chosen name already exists (and is Ready for Scan), this batch 

will be used.  Otherwise a new batch will be created. 

 

Separator Sheet 

 

Specify the location of a Separator Sheet to insert between each imported file.  If left 

blank, no Separator is used. 

 

Delete Empty Documents 

 

Where separation occurs at import time (with inserted patch codes or other 

separators), it is possible to end up with empty documents if additional separators are 

accidentally inserted.  In this case, selecting Delete Empty Documents will remove 

these empty documents and allow the batch to be created. 
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Conversion 

 

Configuration for image conversion to be applied to folders prior to import.  See 

section 3.3 Image Conversion 

 

Import Error 

 

 Select whether the batch should be deleted or rejected if an error occurs during 

 importing. 

 

Import Success 

 

 Select whether a batch should be closed (moves to next Kofax queue) or suspended 

 (remains in Scan to be manaully checked) after a successful import. 

 

Notifications 

 

Configuration for email notifcations of polling and errors.  See section 3.4 Email 

Notifications 

 

3.3 Image Conversion 

 

It is possible to configure basic image conversion to be applied prior to easyIMPORT 

processing. 

 

Where image conversion is configured for a Polling Folder, at runtime the image conversion is 

applied to the folder which is about to be polled immediately prior to that folder being 

imported. 

 

There is a Test Folder option in the configuration setup, and it is highly advisable to load test 

to determine the maximum number of files which can be converted on your system – this will 

depend on file size and processing capacity. 

 

The conversion has been tested on folders with 5000 images, but results may vary from 

system to system. 

 

 
 

Select the Types you want to have converted. 

 

Select the desired TIF compression – default is CompressionCCITT4. 

 

Select to Replace, Copy, or Move the converted files: 

 

 Replace will create a new file and remove the old file. 
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 Copy will create a new file and leave the old file intact. 

 

 Move will move the converted file originals to the configured Move Folder. 

3.4 Email Notifications 

 

For each polling folder, it is possible to configure email notifications to be sent when that folder 

is polled by easyIMPORT, or whenever an error is encountered. 

 

Enter the relevant mail settings.  Multiple recipients can be configured using ‘,’ (comma) 

separated list in the Mail To section. 

 

Select whether to receive mails for Import Errors and/or Import Polled.  

 

The settings are set for each folder, so you have control over which folders send emails, and 

which recipients are sent the notifications. 

 

 
 

To test the mail settings, click Send Test Mail.  If the settings are valid, you will see the 

following and an email will be sent to the specified recipient(s). 

 

 
 

Select Apply to use these settings, or Close to ignore any changes made. 
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3.5 Save All Settings 

 

If any changes have been made to any easyIMPORT settings, you must click Save All 

Settings to make these live before starting polling. 

 

 

4 Polling 
 

4.1 Polling via GUI 

 

Start/Stop Polling 

 

If you select GUI as the Polling Mode, you can click Start Polling to begin 

easyIMPORT polling for all defined Polling Folders. 

 

 
 

 Click Stop Polling to end the polling. 

 

 
 

 

Poll Once 

 

In GUI mode it is possible to run a single Poll of all Active defined Polling Folders by 

clicking Poll Once. 

 

Poll Selected Folder 

 

In GUI mode it is possible to run a single Poll for the currently selected Polling Folder, by 

clicking Poll Selected Folder. 

 

NB. The polls run asynchronously, so when running a Poll Once, or Poll Selected Folder it is 

advisable to wait for the message below which says that the poll has finished.  If you manually 

stop the poll and return to editing the configuration via the GUI, the results may be 

unpredictable. 
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4.2 Polling via GUI – Command Line Options 

 

If you poll via the GUI, it is possible to start easyIMPORT using command line options which 

enable login details to be passed to Kofax.  It is also possible to enable polling auto-start. 

 

 

The following options are available: 

 

 -u:username  -p:password  -autostart -autostartPollOnce 

 

Eg   easyIMPORT.exe –u:Admin –p:Admin123 –autostart 

 

4.3 Polling via Service 

 

If you select Service as the Polling Mode, you must have the easyIMPORT Service installed 

and started. 

 

If you do not have the easyIMPORT Service installed, or it is not started, no easyIMPORT 

processing will take place. 

 

Once you have configured settings via the Setup GUI, you can exit the GUI at any time and 

the easyIMPORT Service will continue to poll. 

 

To change the polling settings, open the Setup GUI, make any necessary changes and Save 

All Settings.  

 

 

5 General Considerations 

5.1 Logging 

 

By default, if a Log Folder is set, then a BAT file is produced which details the folders polled, 

number of files found, batches created etc. 

 

In verbose logging mode, more detail is entered into this file.  It is recommended that you test 

with both modes and select the most appropriate for your installation and volume. 

 

A typical entry from a BAT file in verbose logging mode is show below: 

 
 
05/02/2013 16:24:40 BEGIN POLL----------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

05/02/2013 16:24:40 Attempt Kofax login. 

05/02/2013 16:24:44 Successful Kofax Login. 

 
05/02/2013 16:24:44 Polling for: poll directory 1 
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05/02/2013 16:24:45 Attempt to create batch.  Class: test1 Name: test1 
05/02/2013 16:24:45 Created batch. Class: test1 Name: test1 

05/02/2013 16:24:46 Inserted separator: C:\easyIMPORT_Test\Separator\sepSheet.pdf 

05/02/2013 16:24:46 Imported file: C:\easyIMPORT_Test\Poll1\NW_Mult.tif 

05/02/2013 16:24:48 Inserted separator: C:\easyIMPORT_Test\Separator\sepSheet.pdf 
05/02/2013 16:24:48 Imported file: C:\easyIMPORT_Test\Poll1\NW_Mult_1 - Copy (2).tif 

05/02/2013 16:24:50 Inserted separator: C:\easyIMPORT_Test\Separator\sepSheet.pdf 

05/02/2013 16:24:50 Imported file: C:\easyIMPORT_Test\Poll1\NW_Mult_1 - Copy (3).tif 

05/02/2013 16:24:51 Inserted separator: C:\easyIMPORT_Test\Separator\sepSheet.pdf 

05/02/2013 16:24:51 Imported file: C:\easyIMPORT_Test\Poll1\NW_Mult_1 - Copy (4).tif 
05/02/2013 16:24:53 Inserted separator: C:\easyIMPORT_Test\Separator\sepSheet.pdf 

05/02/2013 16:24:53 Imported file: C:\easyIMPORT_Test\Poll1\NW_Mult_1 - Copy (5).tif 

05/02/2013 16:24:53 5 files imported. 

05/02/2013 16:24:53 Moving imported files to: C:\easyIMPORT_Test\MoveFolder\050213\Tuesday 
05/02/2013 16:24:53 5 files moved. 

05/02/2013 16:24:54 Batch closed: test1 

 

05/02/2013 16:24:54 Minimum files [2] not met for poll directory 1 
 

05/02/2013 16:24:54 Polling for: poll directory 2 

 

05/02/2013 16:24:54 Minimum files [3] not met for poll directory 2 
 

05/02/2013 16:24:54 Polling for: poll directory 3 

 

05/02/2013 16:24:55 Minimum files [4] not met for poll directory 3 

 
05/02/2013 16:24:55 END POLL------------------------------------------------------------------- 

5.2 Minimum/Maximum Files 

 

When polling a folder, a batch will only be created where the minimum number of files is 

found.  If the minimum is set to a value greater than 1, it is possible that images could be left 

unprocessed. 

 

For example if there were 205 files in a folder and the minimum was set to 10 and maximum 

was set to 20, the following would happen: 

 

 - 10 batches of 20 files would be created 

 - 5 files would remain, but this would not be enough to create a new batch 

 

If the minimum was reduced to 5, the following would happen: 

 

 - 10 batches of 20 files would be created 

 - 1 batch of 5 files would be created 

 

5.3 Polling and Polling Period 

 

During polling the following happens: 

 

 - Polling triggered at timed interval 

 - Settings are retrieved 

 - Each Polling Folder is processed in turn until minimum files not met or no XML found 

  - Batches are created 

  - Imported files are moved 

 

As the time taken to process the files in numerous Polling Folders could potentially be longer 

than the polling period, when a poll is triggered, the timer is stopped and once the poll has 

ended, the timer is restarted.  This removes the potential issue of a second poll starting when 

a poll is already in progress. 

 

5.4 Permissions 

 

During processing, the following will take place: 

 

 - Read registry HKLM\Software 
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 - Read and Move images from Polled directory 

 - Read and Move images from any directory specified in XML 

 - Write images to archive directory 

 - Write to log files in logging directory 

 - Create Kofax Capture Batches 

 

Additionally during configuration via Setup GUI, the following will be required: 

 

 - Write registry HKLM\Software 

 

Therefore the user running the Setup GUI or the Service Log-on user, will require the relevant 

permissions to perform all of the above.  

 

 

 

5.5 Service Installation 

 

The service installer requires that the following Microsoft.Net folder is present: 

 

%WindowsRoot%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727 (v8, v9, v10) 

%WindowsRoot%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v4.0.30319 (v10.1) 

 

If this is not present, the automatic service installation will fail, and you will need to manually 

install\uninstall the easyIMPORT Service. 

 

 

6 XML Format 
 

The XML format used is designed to be compatible with as many of the features of the 

standard Kofax Capture XML Auto-Import as possible.  In most cases it should be possible to 

use existing XML generation which has worked for Kofax XML Auto-Import with easyIMPORT 

XML polling. 

 

Below is a list of Elements and Attributes which are supported by easyIMPORT XML polling. 

 

Attribute marked with * are optional or are written by the import process.  All other attributes 

are required if the element is used in the XML. 

 

<ImportSession>…</ImportSession> 

 

 

The <ImportSession> element is the top-level element for the XML Import Connector file, and 

serves as a container for all other elements. It is required, and supports the following 

attributes. These attributes are written by the importer and are not require in the generated 

XML. 

LastErrorCode The code of the last error encountered 

LastErrorMessage The text of the last error encountered 

 

<Batches> ... </Batches> 

 

 

The <Batches> element is a container for zero or more <Batch> elements, which define the 

batches to be created. No attributes are supported. You can have at most one <Batches> 

element in an XML Import file. 
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<Batch>…</Batch> 

 

 

Each <Batch> element contains information about a single batch to create, and serves as a 

container for <BatchFields>, <ExpectedBatchTotals>, <Documents>, <Folders>, and 

<Pages> elements. The order in which the <Batch> elements are listed defines the order the 

batches are processed. 

* Name The batch name 

BatchClassName The batch class 

* Description The batch description 

* Priority The priority for the batch 

* EnableAutomaticSeparationAndFormID This attribute allows automatic document 

separation and form identification to occur 

during the import process. It is used for batch 

classes that specify document separation and 

form identification methods normally 

performed at Scan time. 

* EnableSingleDocProcessing When this attribute is enabled, as separation 

occurs in the Scan module each document is 

converted into and processed as an individual 

batch. This single document batch inherits all 

the attributes and values assigned to the 

<batch> element.  

 

If the chosen method of separation does not 

occur in the Scan module, an error will occur. 

Therefore, only enable this attribute if 

document separation occurs in the Scan 

module (for example, fixed page separation). 

 

* RelativeImageFilePath Specifies the relative path of each image file 

from the directory that contains the XML file. 

  

It is important to understand that the path 

where the image files are located must be 

based off of the relative location of the XML 

file. Then, with the ImportFileName element, 

you can specify a file name without giving a 

complete path. 

  

If a folder is specified without a path, it is 

assumed that the folder exists in the directory 

where the XML file is located. For example, if 

the XML file is located at "C:\Polling Dir" and 

the RelativeImageFilePath is identified as 

"Images," then the application will look in 

"C:\Polling Dir\Images" for the image files. 

 

* Processed easyIMPORT adds this attribute to the 

<Batch> element to signify that processing 

has been successful for the batch 

 

If the XML file is re-submitted, easyIMPORT 

will skip any batches for which Processed=1. 

This prevents a batch from being duplicated.  

 

 

 

file:///C:/ProgramData/Kofax/Capture/Help/Knowledge%20Hubs/Batch%20Classes/Document%20Separation%20and%20Form%20Identification/AboutDocSepFormID.htm
file:///C:/ProgramData/Kofax/Capture/Help/Knowledge%20Hubs/Batch%20Classes/Document%20Separation%20and%20Form%20Identification/AboutDocSepFormID.htm
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<BatchFields> ... </BatchFields> 

 

 

The <BatchFields> element is a container for zero or more <BatchField> elements. You can 

have at most one <BatchFields> element for a <Batch> element 

 

 

<BatchField>…</BatchField> 

 

 

Each <BatchField> element contains information about a batch field, and supports the 

following attributes.  

Name The batch field name 

Value The batch field value 

 

 

<ExpectedBatchTotals>…</ExpectedBatchTotals > 

 

The <ExpectedBatchTotals> element is a container for zero or more <ExpectedBatchTotal> 

elements, which define batch total values and behaviour. You can have at most one 

<ExpectedBatchTotals> element for a <Batch> element. 

 

 

< ExpectedBatchTotal >…</ ExpectedBatchTotal > 

 

Each <ExpectedBatchTotal> element contains a batch total field value, and supports the 

following attributes. 

Name The batch total field name 

Value The batch total field value 

 

 

< Folders >…</ Folders > 

 

The <Folders> element is a container for zero or more <Folder> elements. You can have at 

most one <Folders> element for a <Batch> element, or for a <Folder> element. The order of 

the folder elements defines the order in which the folders are processed. 

 

 

< Folder >…</ Folder > 

 

Each <Folder> element is a container for a set of Index Fields and/or Documents and/or 

Folders elements, and supports the following attributes. 

FolderClassName The folder class 

 

 

< Documents >…</ Documents > 

 

The <Documents> element is a container for zero or more <Document> elements, which 

specify the documents to be imported. You can have at most one <Documents> element for a 

<Batch> element, or for a <Folder> element. 

 

 

< Document >…</ Document > 

 

Each <Document> element contains information about a single document to import, and 

serves as a container for <Pages>, <Tables>, and <IndexFields> elements. The order that the 

<Document> elements are listed defines the order that documents are imported. 

FormTypeName The document’s form type 
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< Pages >…</ Pages > 

 

The <Pages> element is a container for zero or more <Page> elements, which specify the 

pages to import. The <Pages> element can be used with the <Batch> element for loose pages 

or the <Document> element for pages within a document. 

 

 

< Page >…</ Page > 

 

Each <Page> element specifies a file to import. It also acts as a placeholder for a file. If the 

input file contains multiple pages, a corresponding number of pages is created in the location 

defined by <Page>.  Multipage non-image files (such as Microsoft Word documents) are 

always imported as single pages.  

ImportFileName The name of the file to import 

* OriginalFileName Use this optional attribute to specify the name 

and extension of the imported file, if it is 

different than the submitted image file name. 

This may be useful if files have been 

transported over a network. 

 

 

< IndexFields >…</ IndexFields > 

 

The <IndexFields> element is a container for zero or more <IndexField> elements, which 

specify index field values. You can have at most one <IndexFields> element for a 

<Document> element, for a <TableRow> element, or for a <Folder> element. 

 

 

< IndexField >…</ IndexField > 

 

Each <IndexField> value specifies an index field value.  

Name The index field name 

Value The index field value 

 

 

< Tables >…</ Tables > 

 

The <Tables> element is a container for zero or more <Table> elements, which specify tables 

within a document. 

 

 

< Table >…</ Table > 

 

The <Table> element specifies a table in a document, and has <TableRows> as a child 

element. 

Name The table field name 

 

 

< TableRows >…</ TableRows > 

 

The <TableRows> element is a container for zero or more <TableRow> elements, which 

specify table rows within a table. 
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< TableRow >…</ TableRow > 

 

The <TableRow> element specifies a table row in a table, that holds a single <IndexFields> 

element. 

 

Not all Elements are required in an import XML file, you need only use the elements relevant 

for your intended operation. 

 

A sample of an XML import file is shown below: 

 
<ImportSession> 
 
  <Batches> 
 
    <Batch Name="ImportBatch" BatchClassName="FinanceDocs"  

                Description="Imported via easyIMPORT XML" Priority="1"     

                EnableAutomaticSeparationAndFormID="1"  EnableSingleDocProcessing="1"   
                RelativeImageFilePath="images"> 
 
      <ExpectedBatchTotals> 
        <ExpectedBatchTotal Name="InvoiceAmount" Value="1900.45" /> 
      </ExpectedBatchTotals> 

 
      <Documents> 
 
        <Document FormTypeName="Invoice"> 
 
          <Pages> 
            <Page ImportFileName="001.tif" /> 

            <Page ImportFileName="002.tif" /> 
          </Pages> 

 
          <IndexFields> 
            <IndexField Name="Supplier" Value="Joe Bloggs Ltd" /> 
            <IndexField Name="Total" Value="1000.25" /> 
          </IndexFields> 

 
          <Tables> 
            <Table Name="OrderDetails"> 
              <TableRows> 
                <TableRow> 
                  <IndexFields> 

                    <IndexField Name="Item" Value="Spare Parts Kit" /> 
                    <IndexField Name="Quantity" Value="8" /> 
                  </IndexFields> 
                </TableRow> 
                <TableRow> 
                  <IndexFields> 

                    <IndexField Name="Item" Value="Rollers" /> 

                    <IndexField Name="Quantity" Value="16" /> 
                  </IndexFields> 
                </TableRow> 
              </TableRows> 
            </Table> 
          </Tables> 
 

        </Document> 
      </Documents> 
 
    </Batch> 
  </Batches> 
 

</ImportSession> 
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7 Contact 
 

For support and assistance please contact mail@davidcrewe.com 
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